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The opinions in this testimony are those of the author and no endorsement
by HEW or the Assistant Secretary for Education,houlA be inferred.

Committee has tasked me to prepare testimony on four main areas:

1. Demographic information ast relates to the educational system
in general in this country.

2. The likely cultural and economic conflicts in rural educational
systems as people migrate from urban to rural -eas.

# .

. The potential impact Of'new technologies on the education
system and'the labor market.,

4.' The impact on the economic system of a successful human potential
or self-actualization movement, particularly the issue of, whether
the labor market can absorb large numbers of competent people in
the short and/or long run. "'

These topics obviously are not intimately related, and,suggest more the

range of conce 1 s. and ideas to, which the committee is open. As I addresS
. ,

each topic, I will suggest some of the ways in which the infonna,tion, might'
,

...___ %I ,

be useful in the formation of economic policy. 'Since hard 'information on ,

. 1-

-die last three topics is very limited, this testimony will be more speculative
. .

.9than might be desired, but it,should indicate kinds of infOrmation which

lic561d be valuable.
16.
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Gener4 Demographic Information

While this centhry, has been

thp schbol populatiori, both

2

=

marked by a massive increase in the size of

throughOpulation growth and,through increasing

numbers of people,remaining in school for longer periodsof time, there
r

,

now an. overall decline in the number'of sch9o1 aged children. The.mumber-

of elementary- and secondary students in public schools,dropped by nearly

,900,000 between 1970 and 1974, to'45 millionl,1 and this decline islcontinuing.

= Projections uggest there will=be a small boomlet in the early 1980's,

followed by further decline, though'projections beyond 1985diverge, de-

pending o the assumptions.made.

While theoveraii\trend is downward, the pattern of decline is not universal.

A number of. areas are experiencing dramatic growth in the traditional sdhool-

t,

age population: some of the "Sun Belt"2; doer suburban areas to which many

young families must go to afford homes in today's market3; and rural areas

Arid, of course, certain school systems are experiencing much more rapid declines

in enrollment. In city distriCts with'a combination of shifts t& private

schools, "white'flight," and'the normal decline mentioned above, the resulting
A

......probleMsare even more acute.3 Any policy which is fashioned will need to}}

6

have the flexibj.lity, to apply differently to different conditions

.

.

While here is a decline Yin the tarional school 'age population, ",there

is not'a decline in overall enrollment in formal and non-formal educational'

programs. To the contrary more and more adults are enrolling in more and

more education, either thrdugh institutions of higher education, through

their place of work ill job-related training experiences, or through "on
. .

deiand".courses offered through many educational organiiations.6 The reasons
, .

. for this are many:NIt-.4pears that a more highly educated population in a
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3

cer in,sense creates its dwn demand for ftrther-education; the
-

higher

the education of the person, the greater likelihood of participations

/further education. In addition, the desire for new skills to upgrade em-,

ployment possibilities, to overcame job-skill obsolescence, or to improve

the quality oSone's life creates'a demand for further education.

d Effects

.4

. It can rather-confidently be predicted that to protect,the-jobs of teachers

°and to more fully utilize the physical plant of the nation's public school

61.

systems, attempts will be mounted to expand the number of students. There

are basically three ways to'do this

1:

1. Expand Downward--create early chgdhood/daytere centers in existing: '

schools; 4rticularly with extended school days (until 6:30p.m.). This

fits well with the,ineeds of working mothers, pariicularly single-parent

families. There is already a small tax:incentive.for such day, care,

. ,

though it does little for the very poor.: If a large-scale,day care
v -*

program is approved by Congress, 'there will be pressure, to convert exi,stings

public school facilities and retrain teachers for early childhood educd-

1
I ?

.....,

I. -4 1tion. .

. . 0

2. Expand Outward--make additional efforts, through i evil rights enforce-
.. . %

,
ment, the enforcement of legislation and regulations for special popu-

lations ige.g., the handicapped), and the creatiorrof Ipepalprograms to
,

v., . - .

guarantee all children appropriate schobling and to retain those who now n
, 4 .drop out. . ,7

t

3. Expand Upward--provide educational'experiencesand.programt for adults .

These can be degree programs, job training Or
.

retraining programs, or

,m. 4
1 .1011.E. t, Ply 'SITylvfl7.7....,... 4 ...v--40.4...;
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merely the provision of educational experiences of ill kinds that. add

an enrichment' component to the life activities of people.

In addition to expanding)the number of 'students, there will likely also be

an effort to use the school facilities to piovkde social services other than /
,.-

educatio In many communities, schools are an ideal site for community

health programs, recreation programs, meetings of senior citizens, or

cultural activities. Many individuals do,not-taiZe full' advantage of

social service programs that are available, often because their various

,

locationS and conflicting regulations confuse the potential Fitizen\client.

Providing all or many such services frolia comInian- location WOU strengthen
ti

-the delivery of services and strengthen the neighborhoods an communities

All of the above approaches.will be tried,7 and which make the' most sense

/
pr. a school district, or even for -a portion of a sc/ hool.district (a neighbof-

4od) depends on local conditions,- Any national policies must be,fleXjble and

provide appropriate incentives for local initia kire.

'themselves. ,

While these two basic-direciio -acquife.more students, or provide more

.services--seem the lkkely resp nses of school profession1S, the JEC should

probably take a somewhat broader perspective. It is a fact that a great

deal of education in our iture is' presently can' d on by institutions other ,

than our'formal scho From the large training forts carried,on by

corporations to the cational impact of the mass media, our culture is

information rich its citizens are constantly' silbjectld to idformation,

stimulation. year adults spend a greet deal of time teaching themselNes,8

New developme'ts n information and communicationftechnology, of'which 14

5
f
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wiil say,more later, mayd.in6rease dramatically the amount of education

xarried on outiide the fo'nnallchools.

Since a time of declilieirithe traditional school aged population is hardly

synonymous
/

with a decline i,nthe need for knowledge and education in the

itee, (indeed, all predictions about the complexity of future life appear

demand a. more highly educated populace), steps should be taken to look

a the role of the formal schools within the-culture's network of.educating

me hanisms. If we had such a broad perspective, we,could identify the kinds

of owledge and)in'formation best provided through each,'and bring the

Van. us systems into.aemore integrated and complementary relationship. I

beli

to S

might

for our

4

e such culture-wide rethinking f the role of schools' would be preferable

t i . :

orting,without such examination, the steps that educational professionals

ecommene. Ih this Jagger and' more systematic framework, alternatives

confiden

schools other than those'listed here might be generated. I am

that in the broader picture, no one would allow the
I.

oolsystem to 4teriorate.sc

Link to Eco omi POli

Theabove co

,

A

'icierations, appeaf to have'a relationship to economic policy

.

in several wa -
/\

1
J

1. Insofar as, conomic policies or'economic realities, require mother of

,
. O

.

small cbildr n to work, either because they are the sole support of a

faMily, or be ause costs Of living 'demand two incomes,some form of

early-dhildhoo education/day care would be very valuable.. Since such 1

i

conditions'are Found disproportionately among the very prior, the very.
_ .

onds.for.whom some form of early'intei-vention appears to be a war to

1
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break the cycle of poverty, it would haye major Social benefits. With

th capital ifivestment in the form of build ngs, and the surplus of

rZ

-...

t fined teachers who could be refrained for early childhood teaching,

. with relatively little expense, such a day.care.proposal Seems opportune.
.

- 2 When allyorms of education are taken into account, the size 'of

education sector of the economy is truly enormous. Adults `of
.

of all ages
. /

are regularly involved, in educational experiences or training programs.

Economic policy.sho ld take more explicit advantage of ,the capacity and

tendency of an educated populace to seek more education, by.pirviding brpad

incentives fOr individuals to take such personal initiative7.-71*s would

help support the shift'of.public school offerings in this (lit 'on.
t

e . '''' ;

3. The integrated delivery of human services is of critical c ndep to most
',

of the helping professions. The additional space in school facilities,.

plus the neighborhood character of a school's attendance area, an the*
. .

desire to strengthe* neighborhood units in cities all suggest' the valta

of such an approach. Numerous pilot programs are underway.44

4. Civen the size of the education enterprise, there is probably much

room for eliminating redundance and overlap through broad scale re-

thinking of the relations14S betweepi therarious educational eriterprigtS.

A declining population, of the tradriional school age gives an opportunity

to do this, and upcoming changes in' the information and communication
.

technologies-require'it.

t

Urban to Rural Migration

o

the urban to rural migration was mentioned eilier,.aspone of the basic
fk,

demograpticfactors-in public schooling. jWhalee.t apRears
\ that people-s,

,.
7

. ;
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have been leaving SMSAs fot some years, this.was masked by the high birth'

rate dinIng the late ',fifties 'and sixties; nearly all SMSAs in the 1950's,

.add 1960's registered net ihins. With the 4rop in birth rates in the 1970

) . the out migration was suddenly noticed. Net migration gains occured

nearl4, two - thirds of all non-metropolitan counties, including far dis;Aht

hon-metropolitan areas.9
.

, e

The size of the migration, of'&5urse, varies greatly across the nation. Some

metropolitan areas have actually stopped g'roviing. In others the out-migration

seems less severe, but of the twenty-seven largest cities, all have declined

in enr61.1ment, several by as much as 24%. Much of this is due to out, migra-
. f.

tien.1° Careful studies by.rural sociologists-of the effects of this out-
'

migration to rural areas have only recently begun, 11 so it is pot possible to_

\.

be precise about the effects on rural education. However,j a number of reasonable

inferences can be made.

a.

First, while the motivations of the migrants areyaried: laaer cost of living

,(cost-of-housing); white flight, job transfer, a desire for small community.

life, retirement, recreation, a better place to raise dren, o a move to
)

voluntary simplicity; the key distinction is whet the migran are in
ea4

tral areas because they want tobe there, or because they had no other..

411.

alternative. Which group predominates in any. given rural area varies from

place to place.

Expected Results
a 1,

These migrants in rural areas who;"forwhatever reason, do not want to be

there and regard it as beneath them, can be expected to wanIt "urbanize"

the rural area by demanding services comparable with urban areas,, roads,

8
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economic dreidpment, culture, and high quality) education on an urban model.

r

While these demands,if tr.anslated.into constructive political action, could do

. //much to.strengthen 'rural commeu ties and win rothema firer Aare of the

-4

. ; ?

country's services, the effect, on education if not on the rural area, is likely

to be negative. While recent research suggests that the educational advantages
.1

of.small schools'are substantial And that .there are many ways.to take,pOsitive

advantage' of smallness, the educational quality of most rural schools.ispresently

below urban and suburban schools.12 The standard approach of the last fifty

years--school consolidation, X the structuring o.-the curriculum aroujid the

subjects and emphases of urban en likely to be foremost in the

-minds of most new migrlhts. Loss of a school to consolidation substantially

reduces the viability of rural 'communiIies, thus running, counter to'possible

social service imprOvements in rural areas'. And.an urban-oriented curriculum

continues to promote the low of young people from aural areas.

On the other hand, there are a large number who Aigrate to rural' areas be-

community, particularly

the local rural' schools,

Bred around them. They

'cause they prefer the life and'life\style ofyMall

as a place to bringup children. .They tend to vilue

'particularly for the social activities' which are cen

can be,expected to work for improvements in the

consistent with thp life in a rural.community.

-Since schools, are a central social, as well as

local schools, but ones

ducational institution in

rural areas, they can be expected to be a battlegrOund of the conflicts in

,valUes that are represented in the community. School Board elections can be

expectedo be hotly contested, there will-be fights over the offerings in

schools, and fights to upgrade the quality of teaching. The long-time

rural residents, who can be expected to be, in general, less well educated,
'

9
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poorer, and older; will find such cdhflicts uhsettAlig.

Link to,Economic Policy

J

Among other things it would 'be wise to determine at a national level

whether rural resettleMent ihd rural redevelopment are things whith are,

. 'desirable. -"Educational.improvemefits alone cannot solve the rural/non-
.

metro development prdbleth:A3.:
)

A,

For the past"century Federal farm 'policies have encouraged mechanization of .

A ,

4

6\

farming and other occupations, in many ways encouraging the-destruction of

rural communities through the loss of jobs. With better educated, more

politically wise, more demanding people now in rural areas; policies which,

encouraged rural economic development, social and cultural development,

and rural control over many of the services delivered to them, would do iiuFh

) ,)

to-take creative advantage of the present situation. To move now,to -

recreate viable /rural community life would seem an appropriate resPonse,.

AL

SOme see the schools as logical centers of such rural redevelopment'pfforts:

. Social services of a wide variety could more effectively be provided through

school facilities than at the present scattered locations; social and culturet

activities could be encouraged; and some pilot efforts are about to get under-

way to use schools as rural development corporations.
-

)

On the other hand, Federal policies have 4n many cases exaccerbated the

- .,
decline .of urban arias,. and much of the migration stems from the

deterioration of city life:- Cities-,are increasingly left with'the least

, , educated, the very poor, the non-EngliSh speaking, etc., all of whoth

demand much morq costly social services an4 can pay little, ofthe expense.
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. To cite just.. a few statistics, the minority percentage of total *enrollment

6, 'i ' . ','. ,.

dibschota systems the twenty-seven. largest cities sgrew from 48.8 to 6? .1

.,' J.
A

%-

.
/ erdent between'1970 and 1974, The,percentaie of studefits beloW the poverty

. .
,

.

. ,

level One-third in'
1975,14

:

Any economic polity should

In rural areas, as well as

r

simultaneously prom-cite the development of jobs

.

in urban areas.

lie Potential Impact of New Educational Technologies
t

Assessing the potential impact of new technologies ion edUcation requires
,

.

establishing some frames of reference. The most,powerful way to vie0Neducation

.in relation to

of information

in thislight; is to link humans to organised bodies of knowite, with,

technology is to view, our formal education system in tents

or cOmmunIcation terminology. The task of education, seefl

multiple channels of access. The goal is to
,

enable individuals to connect
. .. .

. . . .

their, personal systems of meaning with the actumulated khowledgeoutside,, so
,

that their own sense of the value of their oWri lives becomes beeper and

richr.

&en an this manner,-schools are technologically backward. The in-
,

vention of textbooks.approximatqay,i'century ago was a major technological

breakthrough, but' it is still the predominant. form of "organized, knowledge"

available, and then in most cases the school system owns and keeps'the

,textbooks. Librdries are available in most schools, so other books are'''.

available for'loan, much as in library systems outside.

. . .

A .

Films, film trips, and'overhead projectors are used regularly in, schools,

though generallythey arevused not
/_
as integral parts of some curriculUM 'but

4
as indiVidual,pieces selected from catalogues.

'11

A few of the large-scale
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r.
N , '4cuiriculum,developmr

nt ects'of tht 1960's did design a curriculum. around

carefully chosen films., _ 1.1 ":

.

Televisioh; with either direct rdEePtion fiah commercial transmissions,

cable transmission from a central video-tape file, or in a few places,

reception from Sltpli

Computer assisted ins

about ten years aga`w

e transmissions, is now,available in some s ools. :-
# . .

I

rudion.4s not widespradi-espite early enthugiaght

.

en programmed instruction seemed the tomi4-thing.15
.

If schools are backt;/a d-in their use of technology for instruction, they are

even more backwardiin'the use of.te&hnology to assist in'the performance of
1

y.
.

many ,of the school functions. ,Schools
.

are, by'contraSi-to'almost.any
.. .

. ...
,

,

institution in theacultureinformation poor. Most school systems coo not
% , 4

,

' t
organize budgets so that direct comParison'of the costs of siMiiai- instruction ..

f

in different buildings can be made. rya on pupil performance is scattered:-

estudent,sc 'still records are found in one place, discipliaiir actions, n anothe
--,-

/
.

'attendance a other, indiVidual teacheeassessments of performance ifi another,
7 , .-

a ini another. Achievement data is`still

(%

,randspmetimes standardized test d

4
collected irregularly, sampling ave.

.
. - :' ., . . _ ',(..,

4.,_

indicators. Schools collect almost no i
. , _ ,...

---- i i

on in classrooms.
, -

,
,

With such little intormat'on'about the:ongding operation o schools, ii -is
r

t
not surprising that sc ools.are.not set up to-use s'sematic rmatibn.

.

e of student Performance.

natation a ut what actually goes°

. -

.
. .

, S : 1 14 . :Even if data does become availabtle, there iswofteli'no'Way:to uSt..tit.)...
, . 0

.

. .

Y.
. . -

,Given these conditions it seems unlikei, triat'schdolstj:411 be leaders in ;1,7
vi 0

tho adoption of new technologies in educati I Rather, we.Cah-exl.expect' that
t

as new technologies become-av .lable in the culture at, lare, scIlooli will

12
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adopt thdm6 or adapt, as :best` they can.

.

Yet within this framework, new technologies are likely to &veen absolutely
..)

,... -

.

9

missive impact. on.tE6ay schools function.' In the history of communication,

the really revoluntionary changes have'come through technology, as, for example,

when the telegraph eliminated the pony. express. CommunidatiOn technologies

under development and destined to come "on-line" very soon promise a revolu-,

, tion almost as complete. While predicting when theY'will.come on-line is very.

hazardous;,-no%one can predict that with'curacythe ones I will discuss

below appear likely to be widely available commercially with the time frame

. .

encompassed by these hearings.

The four potentially revolutionary; technologies are:

-...
, r-

. . . . ..

1. Home Computeindividual, programmable, interactive, capable of storing
...

and alloing the Manipulation of large amounts of information.

,2. Video-disc Technology.:-allowing.the paying on one's home television

screen both the sound and video of everything in the huge film and videotape
.

libraries Of film companies'and television companies.

-..

/31 Lazer-modulated fiber opticsoptical cables, sing modulated light t

.

allow the transmiss on of far more information than present Cables,

$
enough to provide for multiple -transmission of different programs op

.
,

request to different terminal points.
i

,I. -,.

. 4. Advanced Satelites--capable
E

of transmitting to different locations so

precisely as tebypaps cables or long-distance
.

,

While it may be true already that schools are information poor in relafiOn to .

the outside culture; if these

fo3

ur technologies becoMe widely available in the

'' 1 /
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.

,_home appliance commercial market, the role,of schOolssas the baSic provider.
, .

-. _of information and knowledge for children will no longer be viable. Teachers

will no longer be,a basic source of information, and'will be forced tOptrform

11.
t.

a-13

other functions.

Uhile.children will continue to be brought to a central- location -a school--

for custodial purposes, the relatively cheap cost of, for instance, the pro-

-

- posed video -disc technology, and the Tower of the channels to organized bodies

of information, suggests thg't schools will need to link into theculture-

wide infoimationg6mmunication networks.17
.

'Expectsd ResultS

100

Such a change will not some easily to the schools. There will be wide read

resistance. Yet if mass marketing brings about the wide adoption of iese

devices, schools will be forced to adjust. The capital investment to'convert,

schools to these new technologies will be large by scho standards, ai"bill

be the cost of preparing high quality instructional pro ams and of retraining.

teachers. These, more than anything, will slow the r e of adoption.

Once many of the instructional tasks are'taken up basically by technology,

4

.
schools actually have the potential to become much more human places. Freed

from the basic taskof organizing instruction, and bolstered by enormously

richer and)more varied programs to meet student needs, teachers can, shift.

more to the role of helper, advisor, facilitator; and schools will becohle

more of a place where students;-through discussion

reflection, arp better able to make personal sense

and other foils of

ofwhat they Are learning.

,

a
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Link to Economic Policy

...

:Since the first few high technologysedudational environments will be very

expensive to create, the deliberate support of experimentation and demonstration

ichoOls would be an important activity.. Support for the concept of high

technologyschools would stimulate the software development, and the associated
.

teaching approaches, to go with the technology .18

1

In an economic sense broad basel'infkrmation sharing is one of the most

important activities to support. The edonomics of informatiori sharing are

such'that the value increases with distribution, the opposite of that .for

.

other commodities. Much of the technology for information,sharing mentioned,

'above will be widely used in the economy.at large before it will filter

into schools. In this sense, building-the technology into schools will .

provide basic training to students for the broad inforMation sharing

technologies that will increasingly,be found in the economy and in the culture.

A Successful Hum.an'Potential or Self-Actualization Movement

-Just as new communications technology may so reduce the impact of geographic

distan7as to make'the-problemiof providing high quality education in rural

areas relatively simple to solve, the last of the four questions I was asked

to address is related to the previous three. To.quote from an article en-

titled, 'What Technology Cannot Do," by Ralph W. Tyler,19

"Learning is amactive pv 'Ifon the part of the studept. If he
does not antto learn,wh't6the school seeks to teach and sins
passively during the pi fitation, hedoes.nof learnt Many school
problems are attribute 1 to lack of motivation." .

.

,

/ , r ,I ,
.

The. hipan potential or se f-actualization movement is ofcritical importance

15
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precisely because it focuses directly on increasing human motivation.

With the migration of people from urban to rural areas,,urban areas are

increasingly, left with the least educated, the poorest, those least

capable of helping themselves. In addition, those people in rural areas

often suffer from the same problem: the sense that they cannot'help them-

selves, that the decisions that affect them are made far away,.that they

are victims.

acceptanFe of

Yet even if it is objectively true that people Are victimized,

that ,frame of mind is self-defeating. Those in t he wofst

, of circumstances most need educational experiences that give them a sense
1

of their own worth, a sense that they can haire-an_effecton their own lives,

a beliUf that they need not always be victims. The human potential movement,

thOugh originating among the more affluent, is now coming to see the strong

contribution it can make to the problems of the most victimized parts of

dur society.

K
That there are a great many human capabilities that remain undeveloped in

/ ,

our culture has been suggested by a great many thinkers: Carl Rogers,

David Riesman,.Abraham Maslow, Margar et Mead,'toname only a few. eri-

mental work with educational and psychological methods to enable people to

regularly use more Of their human capabilities,begah

at least as early as the late 1940's, with small group training experiences

in interpersonal sensitivity for business executives offered by the

.Natidhal Training Laboratories.2° Ay the early 1960's there was much wider
A

experimentation, particularly on the West Coast, and today many would claim

that'we arejOn the verge of a rather radical culture transformation: "Holistie-

Health" was the subject of a large conflObnce recently held in Washington,

-sponsored,by several of the National Institutes of Health;21 the "self-help"

16
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-11ferature'occupies a large section of nearly every bookstore; the AssOUation

. for,Humanistic Psychology lists over 400 growth centers in the U.S.A:422.and

iffer
.

manyient

:colleges offer

colleges, universities, extension services, and community

courses in the various theories and.techniques, while sorb'

.

have.departMents and degree programs;23 a number of companies have cregtbl

what can'Oest be described as "second generation" human potential programs .

which are readily, available to the general public.24 Two yea s ago a

bibliography, Of adaptations and applications .of human potential techniques

and theories to public school eduCation contained over'1200references.25

*I

A *differeat'w:to view the human potential movement is to look at its

underlying values,- I would suggest there are four:

1. Holism -a view of the human organism as having a wide variety of different

,facets and abilities, and that we should encourage the develoent of all
-

,

,

of these, in a balanced fashion, instead'of the overemphasis on a 'very..,
.\\

few,capabilities (e.g., reading, cognitive abiliti

2. Self-responsibilitythe notion that individuals are

for the way hey.view and act upon their own reality,

largely responsible

and that often they

can thrdugh changing the way they view themse1"4/substantially improve.

their ownlives. 'In education, this is seen as'radj.cal improvement in

student motivation, and the MOr-i-tifective eaucatiOnal, applications of the'
, .

<"
human potential movement appear-to hairethe' critical power of improving

the motivation of students td learn.

, ., -

3. Self-knowledgethe development of the knowledge of a person aboUt
,

\
, his or her inner self, to go with knowledge of the external world.

. ,. .

4tffective education has always demanded'that knowledge of tpe objective

't,
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world connect in someway with the personal experience of the learned or..
the. learnint was of little value or'utiiit: Through the deliberate ':.

,,,, .,.
, .

. e use of somd.of the human potential exercises.people, beome'skilled.ae

making personal sense out of what they learn. Ws(

4. Higher levels of,development--the belief that people are capable of literally
- .

t themselves, so that they are able to,.use much more, of their

pacities in an integrated way. Abraham Maslow, coined the phrase "self-

,
actua . ".for such people.

r.

Educationtl experiences are in use now aimed at each of these four values

or goals. While the range is extensive ,a brief review of some of the edu-

cational experiences'will probably be informative

The Physical Self

this category there are developmentp of many new and different forms of

exercise. "New Games" which stress -cooperation, trust,, and fun, rather

than competition and winning; and exercises to become more aware of the

. '°different sensep.

Relaxation

, `In this category are many different methods for calming the mind.and body

and focusing iton the learning tasks. A particularly 'well-known popular

apprOach is the use of biofeedback.

Movement and Dance

J 4.

liere we find many approaches to ):reserving and encouraging other means of

..0

expresSion that those usuallyfound inschools, through the use of folk

dances and other movement training.

18-,
--- .0.
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Clarification

mployed in this category to'engender in students a

ense of competence, and a sense of being worthwhile.

ebasis for a healthy motivation in life.

through the deliberate use of 4 child,' 5, natural
J

1

d fantasiie, much more rapid learning of many of the

'

bjecis canIake place. Numerous exercises employ this,'

4

While the "back-to-basics" movement dominates much Federal thinking about

'

educational policy, it represents in any large sense-a particularly con -p
o

stricted emphasis. In any'reasonable view Of the kind of society this

generation'of children will face, an eighth grade reading'leyel and the

abfiity to do simple writing and mathematics does'not approach adequate

a

. preparation. This is not to down play the importance of reading or cognitiye

skills. Rather, xesearch.suggests that a balanced development of the full§

range of human capabilities improves reading and cognitive learning.

Irt a scattered and unorganized way much of the educational Methodology has

alrea4y-been developed to bringabout far faster learning to far higher

levels of competence, in a far wider range of outcomes; andrto,givethat

i4

learning more personal meaning than anything done'at present. These methods

, are Als) not elitist. They have in a great many 'cases beers developed:through
r

work with inner tity youth, for whom-:ho'other educational approaches appear o

\.?

Work.
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The'qUalitl ,of education has a direct economic link. If we allow a genergtion
I

°

. gf,children to be educated in a way inappropriate to'the reasonable demands

4, of the fx,ture,,:we face the economic consequences of a great manyAiSfunctional

fieople, ankthe economic costs of additional educatiqn, training, or services.

k

'4,
On' thedther hand there has long been concern/that we could have an over-

educated population so that we Cannot create jois

:commensurate withthe level of education. In a view of education that equates

completion of a certain numb& of years of school with entitlement to a certain

'type of job, this might 4: -true. 'However, in a form of education that em-

phasizes personal motivation and 'personal initiative, this is less likely

. 4
- to be so. Economic policy would in the latter case be oriented towardprovidinv

incentives and support for people taking initiative. The encouragement 6f

entrepreneurial activities-has'atways had'egteat-"deal lof success in the:

U.S., and it would be in this direction that I would enourage.th JEC to move.

Conclusion

In conclusion I would 'like to raisefour questions which are suggested by

1. Can we manage the declineiuf-the school a e population so as to

a much more utegrated set of linkages between schools and the

this testimony:

1.

'Other. educational' mechanisms in the culture?

Can we preserve the advantages of smallness and ruralness, indeed even
. _

relearn the'advantages of smallness'in our urban areas, while also

providingIbbs and:alfully satisfying life tO our. citizens?

I

2 0
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3. Gan we manage the technoldticai revolution in.informatibn..and communication
. .

!
...

,

to create a-more human and humane world, rather than one more depersonal-

ized?
. 1 ) 4

Ct.

Cin we find w ys to suppdrt'the.development.of theAinneOuman being to

balance our incredible capacity to-develop the outer world?
tc

4

I fiave little doubt that we must develo ys for people to look inward,

to develop a strong enough sense of the el;1es that they will remain the

masters of technologyi that they will t'suCcumbeokhe sense of powerlessness,

anomie, alienations an victimizatib that so petVgdes the culture. In spite
.

bfthe"promise itcarries for resol ng many of these proltems, there has

been almost no-research support fo thehuman potential,movement, 1pt alone

any 'suppoit lbr applications, of t e methods and techniiues to our more

pressing problems. There should e a substantial

. .

Economic policy has got io-be 1 nked-ty' the quality of life and life

satisfaction} of -human beings. is does not mean, in my view, a retreat

from technology( Voluntary s licity will probably never appeal tp a

great many people. But it dq s mean a..conceta about. the human qualities

o

Ofour economic policies, a d that.requires incentives for human beings
io

to develop more than their material desires.

Thank you. ,

2.1
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FOOTNOTES .
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. 'a

1. National Center for Education Statistics. The Condition of Education.
1977 Edition., Chart 2.04.1 "Elementary.and,Secondafy Public.School
Enrollment, by State." p. 30 0 .

,4- 4.
' .

. . . .

c '2, The most comprehensive document on the relationship-between demography
'and education canbe found in the Hearings before-the Subcommittee on ' 4
Elementary, Sondary, and Vocational Education of "the Committee on

, , education and Labor, House of Representatives. Part q; General Issues
4.-, . in Elementary and SecOndary Education. May 10"-11, 1977. Appendix'l,

.

,..

:. , entitled: .A preliminary Analysis of Demographic Trends Influencing
.

the Elementary and Secondary School.System. Office of Technology ''
.

Assessment, United States Congress. May, 1977. See Table62 and
Table 63:46p. 211, 213 ethe appendix, pp. 494, 496 of .the Hearings
Record. Arizona and Florida have had massive increases in enrollment.

.

3. Between 1970-1975; the average, for every 100 persons that moved into
the city, 130 moved out. By 1970 the suburbs had become, the most
favored locale, and if present tr ds continue, by 190 America will

444.,

be a nation With a suburbaq majo.m. . See the report by the Cqngressional
Research Service, Library'of Cong ess, entitled, 'Some Past Tends and
Future Demographic Ptojections for the Vnited States." Cynthia E.

Huston and' Dennis L.,Liftle. July 5, 1977.: 77-162 SP. Pp.-.16-17.

4
4. There is a pronounced move to genuinely rural'areas. From 1970-1974,

counties' with the least commuting have experiencdd the.Most pronOunced
change in growth rates. See the Population Bulletin, Rurti Renaissance.
in America? Population Reference:Bur,u, Inc. Vol. 31, No. 3 October
1976. P. 11.' , .

of

5. The 27 largest cities in the country peaked'in their total-school enroll-
merit in 1970-71 at six million. By 1975-1976 enrollment had declined to
theaetel of 1962-63, at less than five million, See Hearings, al.. cit.;

P. 45. . . 'b i

J .$.

1

/' , /

6., Between May 1969 and May 1975, enrollment in tdult.education.courses fOt

bourses,
rose from 10:8 million to 11.9 million. Enrollment indoncredit J.

, bourses, both job xelated-and'not'job related toe from:9 Million to °

14 million. The Condition Of Education. ' 1977 Etlition. . Cite. ,Table ''t

4.21, p. 205. /

(. 7.' Hearing's, al. Cit.,pp.. ,

x., ------ .°

0'.
8. The work of Allen Tough of Canada shows this,

.

as cited in Hearings,

. ,19.2,.',Cie.,, p. 552. .

-

, -'..

I'
9, Population Bulletin, Q. Cit., pp. 3, 4,.8 ,

t

10.barings, at. Cit. p. 506. Of 85 city di ricts in the nation's largest

cities, only'.12 showed enrollment incr es 1etween1970.and 1974--three
in Florida, and twoeach:.in Texas and lifornia': P. 503.

.

t
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IA Four studies are currently underway sponsored by the U.S. Department
- of Agriculture.' The principal investigators are:. Dr. Don Thomas,

Dept. of Agriculture,,Economics, and Rural Sociology, the Ohio. State
.\ University; Dr. Don Voth, Department of Agriculture, Economics and

Rural Sociology, University of Arkansas; Dr, Lloyd Bender, Montana
State University; and Dr. Cornelia Flora; KalSas State UniverSity.
These are careful sociologital studies which will not'be completed
for some time.. Howeyer, one inference that appears tenable atthis
time 'is that the urban migrants coming into rural areas appear to be
a lot like the people already there in terms of demographic characteristics:
education, income level, etc. That is, people appear to be migrating
to rural:areas where they will find others like themselves.

.

. -

12.1kSee Education in Rural America: A Reassessment.of conventional Wisdom.
Jonathan P. Sher,'Ed. Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press. Sealso
Mufal Education and Rural Labor Force in the 1970's," by Frank A. .
Fratoe. USDA/ESCS/pD. (Mimeo) To quote from, the summary and im-
plications of the latter,'"rural/nonmetro residents.:., are more likely
t enroll in scfiool later, progress throuh school more slowly,
coy lete fewer school yearsscore lower on 'rational assessment tests,
and become functional illiterates...They are less likely to: complete'

fou years or high school or hore,.plan a college education, enter
col ege, receive vocational training, or enroll in adult education
pro ams." P. 59

. 13. Frank A. Fratoe. Ibid P. 59.

14. Hearings, Cit. Pp. 507-509.

15. See the book Run Computer Run by:Anthony Oettinger for a sobering'
assessment -of the.problems of utilizing computers in education.

,
'16. See Information Systems and Performance Measures in Schools by JAI-des

S. Coleman, and Nancy L. Karweit. New Jersey: Educational Technology
Publications,; Inc: for a detailed proposal fp'r overcoming this.

17. JohaGoodlaCcalls for a comprehensive "ecology of education in which
each',of an arlay of institutions--home, school, television,'computerized

, education 'centers, and so on--does what it can do best in an educative .

society." Phi,Delta Kappan. February 197, p. 454.

18...0SUppott for the technological developments is likely to be fully provided
iy the commercial sector because the size of the mass' market and''

oi,

% the training ,market in'industry (100 billion annually)eare more than' .

ample to_recover the casts of ,developm4ftt. Creating schools that are
in some.:sensi41100 way integrated, into the rapidly Aeveloping systems

mt.of communication and edudation that.are developing-outside will be
'expensive, as will the preparation of appropriate curricula. Many..

different configurations are possible. In line with the argument
above, it would te better td wait until the technological developments

. in tile, culture at large forge a,-restructuring of schooling than to .

.move prematurey. But car6f,planning and studies of Nit,: to. do it
should begin now'.
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19. "Whit Technology Cannot Do." Ralph W. Tyler.' Phi. Delta KapPan.
?

1i
20.

?,

21.

ebruar, 1977., P. 455:. .

See Kendeth D. Benne, Leland P. Bradford, Jack R. Gibb, and Ronald
G. Lippitt, Eds. The Laboratory Method of Changing and Learning.
Palo Alto, California:. Science and Behavior Books; Inc.
For-a more interpretatiVehistory see Rogei Harrison; ProblemsAn
the Design and Interpretation of Research on Human Relations
Training. ,NTL Institute for Applied Behavioral, Science, associated
with the National Education Association. 1967.

Holistic Health: A Public Policy,. Washington.D.C. April 21-25, 1978,
The sponsoring organization was the East West Academy of Healing:

. Arts,'San Francisco. Co- sponsors included the Bureau of Health
Planning and Resources Developmeft; :the Health Servioes Administration;
National Center for Health -Services Research and.Development;
National Institute for. Drug/Abuse: National, Institute of Mental

*Health; and other non-goveimment groupi and organi/zations.

232, AHP Growth Center List. 1978: Available from the Association.for
Humanistic Psychology, 325 Ninth Street, sal Francivo, Cal. 94163.

23. Schools List* A Liting of Humanistic Colleges and Universities,
Departments and Programs, 1977-78. Association for Humanistic
PsyChology, 325 Ninth Street,' San Francisco, Cal:. 94103.

.

24. Jerry L. Fletcher. "Human Potential Education and ,Public.Sehoo ng."
Session Title and Paper presented at the American Educational

- Research Association Annual Conference: Toronto, Cai,da, °Ma ch 29, 1978.

25. Thomas B. Roberts. "Transpersonal Education Bibliography`and.
Resource Guide." (Mimeo). 1976. Available from" the Depaitment of
Education, NorthernuIllinoipeUniversitx, DeKalb,Illinois.

26. Thisinformation is adapted from an article back eanfield and
Paula Klimek, "Education in the New Age." New Age Journal.
'February',' 1978.
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